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Overviews

PART ISSUES IN WRITING ASSESSMENT

Although writing is cited as one ofthe three basic skills, it has

received much- less research attention and much less,Thstructional and

,assessment,eMphasis than reading and mathematics,.fKe.dther two basic
, a-.O. ./ .

subjeWareas. !Our understanding of:student Wrifing skills-is-inatequate
."

.,

-

and the ' research and theorizing in'the- 'field'A somewhat 4i"Sordered.
,

". ! .
In contrast to, the reading and mathematics domains, there is little

.. .

consensus among professionals about what constitutes "good".or even

0 _

"adequate" writing performance, or even about what knowledge and sub-
.

skills it subsumes. AccOrdingly, instructionareethods and content, and -

-the assessment of writing achievement-have been arbitrarily determined
Y. .

or referenced loogel,yto any one of a variety of competing definitions

of writing. 9

A review of research and theoryin writing reveals three predominant

conceptual categories: writing structure,. writing function, and writing.

process. Studies in writing structure assume a product orientation.

Writing ability is evidenced in the features of:the written prOduct and

inquiry TS directed primanpily'to.ljnguic teaturds2of syntax. Studies

in writing function assume a vehicular orientation in which writing is

viewed as a tool'adaptabfe to 'writing putipose. Competence is evidenCed-

by the'writer's ability to adaptto a variety of audiences and. rhetorical

Purposes. Writing procAs studies exemplify.the cognitive psychology

orientation in which writing is. viewed as the interaction of task °I;

. 4

requirements and writer strategies. linquiry,ig'primrilyiinto hypo-

thesized cognitive component pr:dcesses as they are revealed through

4 4
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behavioral obiervations and introspection. Writing competence is viewed

as the ability of the writer to cope with the task,demands.

Despite the diversity of these perspectives on writihg, they are

not adversarial' or antithetical. 'In fact, it appears that they, might

each present a partial explanation of the complex domain bf writing.

'
Taken together, their theories and research'findings often complemeht

each -other., For example, many of the features taken as indicating a

go-od text arp'explainable outcomes of comp9nent processes characterizing

good writing behaviors.

'Unfortunaely, the urgent need among ,practi ti one's for a reliable

r
-system foeassessing student writing ability has led to a narrow view of

the product features of writing skills. The .emphases in test practice

have been upon rating scales and the tasks and procedures'to be followed

byraters. One of, the issues this narrow Perspective raises is the

instructional (and perhaps construct) validity of procedures. For

. *
examplJ, prewritiffg activities and revision, which are presumed to

affect text quality, are heayiiy endorsed components of writing instruc-

tion. Yet-current predominant assessment strategies do not,directly

assess the writer's ability to revise nor the quality of, text revision

effort. Nevertheless, much research indicates that students' comp?-
. ,

tence in and understanding of the notion of revision is a salient dis-^
. ,

.

° tinguishing,characteristiC between skilTed and unskilled writers: For

.
.

instance, E'AglistCteachers -report difficulty in getting unskilled or
,

... ..
-

),
.

%

basic student writers to conceive of revision as more'than cosmetic
. .

. editing of punctuation and word level ,errors. 14. .
.e.

. .
,

c,
This paper aims, then, to encourageia broaber, integrative view

$.

v .

of tire writing skills domain. 'This View will.serve a8 referencefor

0
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dpveloping a sound assessment program which (1) 'recognizes a variety of

teachable companent'skills and (2) describes a student's writing-ability

as.a profile of his/her competence ocachievement in each of those

skills.

Issues in Writing Assessment

The UCLA Center forthe Study of Evaluation has described several

, -

qualities that should be considered in the development and installation

of any assessment program (Baker, 1977).' Briefly described; these

include:

publicness: The public, including, students, should Have -

access to and an understanding of the assessment
* . ,

domain.
...

-economyt The test,program should function to minimize
the time,' money, and oppoi.tlinity costs to
students and staff.

instructional sensitiyify: The test program'should,support
the instructional program by testing content
amenable to and included in instruction.

-

meaningfulness: The testing experience should be seen as
important by the student test-talers,

The testing program should provide equal oppor-
tunity to succeed or f students, based
won their learni0...

equity:

technical adequacy: The testing program should provide.reli-
. able, valid estimates o student performance.

'Applied to the assessment of writing skills, these criteria raise the,

following concerns:

publi,cness: What is being tested as "writing" and flpw is
being tested? What, do the assessment scores

. mean? .

e
r

economy: What is the most cost-effecttve way of a$sess-
ing writing: multiple-Choice or writing sample?
In collecting writing samples, how are, they
most efficiently gathered and scored? How.many
should be gathered? How many rated?

co'
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instructional sensitivity: What (diagnostic or1 prescriptive)
instructional information do thewritng tests 1

_yield? What reconimendations remediatiOn do
they proyide? How4do they tap the success of
classroom 4nstruction or district curricula in
writing? What nonwriting or prerequisite
skills aee assessed?

meaningfulness: What.s the significance ofthe testing
experience for the student test takeiss? What
does the test, convey to them about writing as
a skill? What information it fed back to-the
student ?.

.

. .

equity: Does the relationShip.between the'obtained

hold for all test takers? Is the test 'task the

score. and the true score in writing ability

same ftr all student test takers? What are the
major equity issues in writing assestment

nonstandard sk.

.

teckacal adequacy: ,boes the test task providea reliable
Indicator of students'- level of- achievement 1n

s 1 writing? Does the test really measure writing
skillS? Is the definition of writing complete
and appropriate to t9he interpretation of the
test scores? How confidently and to what '

extent may the outcomes be generalized to
writing in other areas or for other functtons
and topics? Are different writing topics
equivalent? Are different error types-of equal
importance?

\

Salle of the major problems in 'writing,assessment'have arisen from

our failure to define writing, from our lack-of-understanding about its

development, and from the indicators we u'se to judge campetehc6. 'Unre-

solved questions, therefore; perAleate all featyresofa test of writing

1. task Or item: Should the student task be to elect a

multiple-Choice response or to produce a
writing sample? What should- the students
write on?,... What mode of discourse or
rhetorical function, genre and audience ?,

py

2. .directions: . What should the task explicitly ask for °

and whathot,Ild it require students to
make.decisions on? .

4

4
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3. setting: 7 How much time should be provides and under
what context should writing be assessed?
Should students have the opportunity to
revise?.

4. evaluative criteria: What features of writing should be
evaluated? Should the evaluation process .

be analytic or impressionistic? Should
criteria be differentially weighted?

evaluative process: How many writing samples should be -
corrected per student: How many raters
should read each paper? How should raters
be checked for stability or ansistency?

. 6. interpretation of scores: What determines competence? How
generalizable are scores? Should differ-
ent subscalese differentially weighted?
What are the instructional implications
of, e.g., a ."2" in "organization"?

) t

Most notable among these issues and the questions they raise is the

need-for a sound decision-making basis, fora rationale and referent.

Dom'ain-referenced testing is a useful vehicle for addressing the matter

of assessment criteria. The specification, to which test items are'

referenced, describes what is leant by writing, the range and depth of

the knowledge required of the student, the conditions under which such

knowledge is to be demonstrated, and the criteria by which quality of

performance is judged. The domain specification, then, publicly commun-
.

icates the content and nature of the te's't. BY. describing the testable

material within the subject area, the domain specification is also a

useful device for communicating to teachers the instructional Content

they ere being held accountable for teaching. In many ways domain-

referenCed testing also encourages'and reinforces the link between'

-4
_evaluation and instruction: Further:benefits of.domain-referenced .

testing stem from the existence of rules governing the generation and

- scoring of test items. This allows the test develoRed to control or

(



factorsfattors knownIto'or suspected of affecting test difficulty in

ways unrelated to instructional content, i.e.,, biasing effects. Domain

specifications also enchance the reliability of the testing program; the

clarity of definition and rulesfor item generation should allow for

results to be replicated using different test items or at different

times of administration. "Test validity may be judged in comparisons of

items to domain', and, domain to instructional or curricular contents or

objectives.

While it is easy to argue for,the domain-referenced testing approach,

the actual creation and use of domain-referenced tests of writing present

a major challenge: As Mentioned°81'iefly above, there is little Consensus

on the boundaries and contents of the domain of writing skills. However,-

research and theory from,the various fields of inquiry provide some use-
,

ful information and clues for specifying the domain for assessing writing

skills.'

op.

PART II: RESEARCH AND THEORY IN WRITING

Building a Writing Domain e

A distinction in research perspectives arises immediately inthe

definition of writing. Some researchers and theorists_ view writing as

noun, that is, as "text," a written product. Others consider writing a

verb, a set of behaviors or...overt and covert processes' of communication.

Obviously, this distinction affects the specification of the. writing

skills domain.

When writing is seen as a product, test tasks and-their instructional:

prerequisites attend to text features; This focus upothe,text sends

ftvg.,4'
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the test developeis off in search of rating scales far evaluating text

and rule s lor geherating rhetorical tasks and appropriate topics.'

InStruction in this perspective leans toward conceit with text features'

such as brgani.zation, syntactic fluency, style, mechanics, and usage

(among others)...Ofteruthis falls out in practice as student exercises

in outlining and writing topic sentences, or sentencecombining exercises

designed to move students toward greater syntactic sophistication.

When writing is viewed as a subset.of a range of communication
.

activities, thp text.is' viewed as an outcome of the interaction between

the writer and reader; and the foCus is upon performance of necessar4

writing behaviors presumed-to affect communication rather t han on the

-

'text itself. ..,Instftiction emphasizes planning and revising' behaviors.

related to audience, purpose; and.content'of the writing.

The first perspective, Aescribe the majority

of current instructional and assessment practices, and their' rationales

The second represents the direction taken by research theory efforts in

psycholinguistics and social and cognitive psychology: '1n most instances,

work in these areas has been less concerned with evaluation and instruct

tion than with close scrutiny o the'wniter-in-procets to'obtain accurate'
0.

descriptions orbehivions Aisti guishing skilled from unskilled writers.
ri

This product-process di s nction is useful primarily .for describing

the domain of writing and suggesting assessment possibilities. If we

can begin to distinguish t'he processes and skil ls that affect product

features,and if we can begin to understand their interrelationAips and

the variables (such as developmental stages) affecting them,-then perhaps

we can begin to design assessment tasks that will help us describe stu-

dent4competencies in a more meaningful way. Perhaps alsd the.reliability

i0-

go.
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add validity y of our jtidgments about student achievement in writing wil l'

improve; Obvtously, such be.havioraqly'based (rather than text-tied)

assessments would-provide a greater wealth of instructional infarmation

4 .. .

alk
for diagnosis and remediationorstudent writing problems. While des-,

p .-- ,

criptions of student competence that rely on an es-say's product features

4.
tell us what gross errors a student is making, these descriptions do not

tell us why the student sucCumbvto problems nor how to assist him/her.
_

, .

A in overcominghthem. As Bereiter, ScandaMalia, and Bracewell point out: '

7

It is impossible, simply by analyzing the.'comp.osition
-thatssomeont has produced in response to an Assignment,
.to infer both :(a) what the adtual task'was: asconstrired
by the writer? and (b) what'.the writer's competence'was
lin.respect to the requirements of that task If you
assume one,, you can infer the other, but yoU cannot -

infer ,both at ,once: Developmental research 4n-writing °

has generally proceeded by assuming that the task was
. construed the same'by all subjects and therefrom infer:

ring differences in competence. But this is quite an
inadequate way of going after any deep understanding of.
cognitive development in writing. (1979, p. 5)

This paper recommends'that we view the writing domain inazanner

e . %
e.

. that Wmore in accord with our current views of reading. In reading,
. .

.
.

we.now have the research and.theory-based sophistication to describe..a
, . \

, *

student's reading ability as a profile which describes his/her compe-
, . .

.. 4 r

.tence in oral decoding, literal and inferential comprehension, word

attack, vocabulary; and critical or evaluative reading skills. We can

construct test tasks we believe measure these skills'and provideinstruc-

tionally relevant definitions of competence and error types.' In writing,

too, we needto Consider the value of adopting a process' orientation

that recognizes the developmental quality of component skills and, sub-

.
processes, the interrelationpills among those skills,and the behaviors

oroutcomes thk demonstrate competedce.,

A I
,1

A 8
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What is Writj.pg?

Despite the variety of disciplines represented iR.the literature, ,

most theory and research on the processes,in writing appear to distin

16uish,two large process categories. The first category includes those<I

---behaviors and thoughts occurring before the drafting of the 'essay. The-.

second category of-'activities includes the drafting-6f tht text andany

1

.

%reworkings: These diviSionS of labor have been described by Stallard
. . .

.

' (1972, 1976) as "composing" and "transcribing.". Composition refers to ,

. . I

4 the inventiotrof the message content; to activities occurring before
, . 4

'4 r

writing: Transcription refers to the encoding Of.the.message; to'the

T > 4 .
. I ' .

actual production and refinement of the message. These two process .

,' ,

categories subsuMe )19ty tasks andsubskills.

a
Dil'lng-composing, the writer plans. Analyses of writers-in-:process

A , .
.

. . . .

-

decomposeand theory-based speculations have been employed to de the pre-
, .

.

0

writing experienceof Compzing intoyelated'subtasks. HoWever, because

.

these subtask behaviors are s6 much more covert thahwriting and revising, ,

.. . .

,.--
,

Activities that-may be, traCeitin theetext,'there is less consensus about

1

,

what doe and should constitute4the subskills in prewriting. Generally:

4 the differences of opinion related studentsrdetailing'skills and knqw-

ledge in.two levels6bf prewriting activities: The first is the recall

ae_d_use of appropriate metaplans; that is,.plAhs,for flans, heuristics

to guide the task-specilic decisions and'behavibrsl.' writing, ,such -.

plans might begin with the determination pf`the rhetorical'nature of the
6.

task. 'Given that Otermination, the next stp0..inthe pl.an mietkpe'to

. .recall and adapt thel%Op'rOpriate scheMata (Bereiter

These schemata, for eXa001e, might describe elements,and_relationsilips

among el, mints` in a business letter of inquiry, an expos.itory.essay, a

1 0,
f..#
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persuasive editorialletter, or a factual narrative. A next step in
0

prewriting might be to select the schemata 'describing appropriate

audience-relevant writing elements. A'final activity in prewriting

might be to incorporate or integiatl information and dectsions into a

set of intentions that will guide the urther development and transcrip-

tion,of the essay response (Flower & H , 1979.; Nold, 1979). Stich a

plan may affect organization, tone, syntax etc. in the final text. The

secbnd category of prewriting activities, " planning to say"(Flower,, ,

n.d.), is concerned with decisions and determi tions about *the task7

specific requirements. This second blanning type might be evidenced jn

jotted notes or outlines indicating student, awareness of content plAns,

of audience, 'and of purpose. For go-od writers, at least, these content
tis

decisions seem to'include decisions about audience information needs and

the purpose of the endeavor.
'

During transcription, the-writer drafti-a written text. This

drafting process has. also been described as comprising several inter-
..

1 .. . . .

related subtasks. Much of the research in writing behaviors has concen-

tratedl.upon this part-of the writing domain. Descriptions of error

categories, structural levels of revisions, and repertoires of revision

skills are'effen used to distinguish effective from ineffective writer's.

Observational and verbal protocol analyses have also been used to uncover

. 1

.

the transcription processes that result in effective versus ineffective

1' texts (Hayes & Flower, 1978; MatsuhaSili ir Cooper, 1978). These process =s

include recursive planning and revising* the text during writing.

Skilled writers have An found to pause dui.ing, writing for rereading

the text they have produced "so far."' This 'rereading spells to serve

purposes:, First, writers can monitor and maintain their planned tour e

.0.

ID, 1.2
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of action in the essay. In monitoring their text, writers are hypothe-
.

sized to"compare their intentions and understandings of audience and

task function (developed during prewriting) with what fhey've written.

Where di.Ssonance arises between these two representation's of meaning

(intended and textual)), skilled, writeS are cuedt.o perform revisions

.-
(Sommers, 1979). The second function of pausing to reread appears to be

to plan the "next steph in a successively refined message. The pre-

writing plan, then, may be arather vague guiding intention that is

elaborated and specific during the actual writing process%

This brief descriptiO of the writing domain presents writing as a
4

complex activity, involving many subskills and processes which draw upon

an individual writer's limited resources of attention and effort, and

capacities of long- and'short-term memory, in addition to his/her know-

ledge about topic and audience implications. The effect of these task

demands for competent writing performance has been termed 4;writer over-.

load" (Nold, 1979). However, although writer resources and cipacities .

are limited, competent writers appear to be able to cope with theoad.

Cognitive theory suggests two possibilities. First, competent writers

may become more adept at some of the subtasks and thus are able to "pay

less attention" to them .° This concurs with the descriptions of skilled

'writers (Hayes & Flower, 1918; Matsuhashi & Cooper, 19781ttallard,
r
Or,1972). 6, second, thecompetent writer may adopt a metaplan or employ

strategies for efficient deploymeAt of resources across tasks (Odell,

1978; Rose, .n,d.; Young, Becker:84 Pike, 1975). Thus, Our standard

. .

assessment practice of-evaluating student writing competence on the

basis of-the judged quality of essay features is perhaps an assessment

of the ultimate criterion, that of competence at putting all the subskills

4

11 4
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together for any given writing task.' If, on the other hand, assessment

proceded from a writing domain-that moved forward toward the complex,

integrative demonstotion,af competence from demonstrations ofcompetence-

in the en-route or prerequisite subskills, we might hive an assessment
yo-,

program that could4satisfy most of the issues raised in Part'I of this

'paper; that is, an assessment program that provides'infdrmation of

immediate end prescriptive use to district,and classroom.personnel.

, While we must wait for further research aim, refinement of theory to

helpus decide upon defensible, valid task analyses and competence

markers, some encouraging work in this direction haS been thine. For

example, it revision, we know that there are specific skills that some

''' .)

students either do not know they.-should do, do nottknow when or how to
d t

.

do, or are incompetent (inadequate or incomplete) at doing (Bridwel),

1979; Flower, n.d.; Perl, 1975;4Sommers, 1979; Stallard, 1972). .This ,

suggests a familiar cognitive developmental explanation of the difference

between being able to recognize and being able to recognize and correctly

respond to a situation. We also know that some subprocesses are bound_

to others; fot example, objective rereading for revision, considering

audience when planning content (Beach, 1976; Flower, n.d.). We have

evidence (Kroll,' 1978), suggesting that at lower grade levels audience

awareness is closely tied to cognitive maturity (ability to take on the

role of others, recentering). We also know that different writing

topics and purposes require different kinds of thinking, e.g., ability

to generalizev to use levels of organization, to use sequences or con-

.

trasts (Davis & Nold, 1980; King, 1978). For example, there are develop-
.

mental differences in the ease of responding to descriptive, narrative,

expository, or argumentative writing (Perl, 1977; Perron, 1978).

12



In addition to research on processes and variables affecting pro-

cesses, we have some theory-bated notions bout the kinds of competenEe

markers we might employ for various subskills. Bruce, Collins, Rubin,

and Gentner (1978) devote several pages of a technical report to descrip-

tions of "intermediate tasks" that deal with the variety of subskills

including discovering ideas, Manipulating ideas, producing texts, editing
,,,--

.,-

texts, and self-editing texts. Odell (1978)' describes linguistic cues

in writing that might measure cognitive proces es'i writing and also

suggests a developmental view of these cues. Bereiter (1g79) has experi-

mented-with young children (grades 4 and 6) in.teaching them heuristics

for particular rhetorical purposes and has found them able to use those

devices in later discourse of their own. .

Summary_ Recommendations

4

Attention to writing assessment is new. ,Research and theory are

still widely scattered among fields of inquiry and differing perspectives

within those fields. As with most new rushes to ho5 issues, much current ,

and recent work is split in one of two directi basic research or

practical stopgap measures. Applied researchf will require some integra-

tion of available knowledge into a viable framework Whichpres'cribes for

current practice and recommends future research.

This paper:has adapted a domain-referenced view of.instruction and

assessment: This view stresses definition of a subject; delimitation of

instructional goals and effOks, and sampling of criterion behaviors to

describe competence vis a vis those instructional goals. The writing

skills domain May, provide the appropriate framework for integrating

batic research and theory on writing with implication and recommendat4ons .

\
:'

.
., ,

for instructiom and ,assessment of writing achievement. The writing
I'4 . '

13..
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domain, how ever, is not a term I bavetfound-anywhere in reviewing the .

research and theory on writing. In fact, if we choose to describe the
1 a

\
wrjting domain according to current practice, we would have to draw, a/

rather. static pictgre of writing skills in terms of desired features of

the product (e.g.., mechanics, cohesiveness) and describe' criterion

Performance as the appearance ofthose qualitieshi texts addressing

diiferent tasks (e.g., exposition, narration). Recent research. and

theory, however, in contract to theiractitioner.experience, have begun,

.to explore the writing domain with an active or rather an interactive-

model of composing and transcribing skills and subskills. 'Descriptions

of behavioral differences in the performance of these subskills are now

used to--distinguish competence. -

This direction holds much more promise for the practitioner, although

° she/he will require patience forthis greater payof If we want to

,teach students a skTlI that transcen*articalar class instances ,

of instruction, or task Characteristics, it might behooy, Ito consider

the teaching and assessment of composing and transcribin aviors and

their prerequisites. Perhaps after ,mastery of these skills, students

will be prepared to refine the skills or advance beyond these'minimai

competencies to deal with sophisticated distinctions arising from differ-

ences in writing 'purpose, setting,'and,topic. If we can begin to distin-

guish the processes and skills.that affect product features and if we

can begintO'understand their interrelationships and the variables

affectingOhm.yerhaps we 'can begin:to ferret out assessment tasks that
f` '`"N?"

will help us describe student writing codpetencies in a more meaningful

way. It appears that these "ifs" arePossible; these recommendations

may the6 be the long-term research,payoff for the practitioner. Meanwhile
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because she/he is on he line now, current work on practical assessment

problems should continue-to be,addressed.
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